SOMETIMES AGO

Words by
NEVILLE POTTER

Music by
CHICK COREA

I had a dream of this melody, I kept singing it for days. I'm sure it's from a long time ago.

Moderately, with a 2 feeling ($d = 100$)

it was happy, it was lasting, it was free.
And

now in life,
oh, can't you see

we can make that dream into reality.

Oh, the music, it was playing;
Dm7/A

Oh, the fire light, it was dancing.

Dm7/A

All the children, they were singing;

Dm7/A

All the people, they were loving. Some

Coda

Am Dm7/A

Oh, the morning sun, it was soft and cool;
Oh, the evening breeze,
it was warm and gold.

Then all together life had started to unfold
sometime ago.
CRYSTAL SILENCE

Words by NEVILLE POTTER

I wrote this piece in 10 minutes. I got imagery of crystal stars and serene space.

Music by CHICK COREA

Slowly (\( \text{\textnormal{\textit{j}} = 69} \))

Oh, where did she go, the crystal silence

\( \text{Bm7} \) \( \text{Bbmaj7-5} \) \( \text{Am} \) \( \text{Bm} \) \( \text{C} \) \( \text{D7} \) \( \text{E7-9} \)

cries. In my dreams I see her still through the crystal silence of the

\( \text{Am} \) \( \text{Bbmaj7-5} \) \( \text{Am} \) \( \text{Em} \)

night. Away from life now, all a

\( \text{Fmaj7-5} \) \( \text{Bm7} \) \( \text{Bbmaj7-5} \) \( \text{Am} \)

lone. I can reflect. I let her slip away from the
game she might have played if she'd stayed, if she had stayed. Oh, I

know those... wondrous games that we would have played.     As

long as time exists I shall re-

call the girl I knew so well. One
WHAT GAME SHALL WE PLAY TODAY

Words by NEVILLE POTTER

Music by CHICK COREA

The lyrics for this piece are a result of new awarenesses I had from studying some of the works of the American philosopher, L. Ron Hubbard, who has been a constant inspiration to me since 1971.

Moderately, with a 2 feeling (\( \frac{d}{\text{beat}} = 116 \))
1. Look around you, my people,
Fmaj7        Em7        Ebmaj7-5        Dm7
if you look__ then you__ will see__

how to love.__

Em7        F7        G
Life__ is para__ dis__e__ all togeth__

Am        F
er.       What
2. Man just wants to be happy,
   Cast off things that shouldn't be,
   Set him free.
   Life is paradise all together.
   What game shall we play today?

3. There's a way you can find it,
   It's within you, can't you see?
   Find the truth.
   It's not impossible all together.
   What game shall we play today?

4. Here we are all together,
   Free to have and do and be
   What we see.
   For the first time all together.
   What game shall we play today?
YOU'RE EVERYTHING

Words by NEVILLE POTTER

Music by CHICK COREA

This is my personal favorite of my song/lyric writing.

Moderately fast, in 2 ( \( d = 138 \) )

\[ \text{Tacet} \]

\[ \text{Amaj7} \]

\[ \text{Abm6} \]

\[ \text{Gmaj7} \]

In

my

life

nothing seems so right

as to be with you

and when I'm with you
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I always sing
you're everything.
And as time

goes by,
goes by,

floating like a bird
am I;
Ab7  G7

even song
birds

F#7+9  F7  E7

seem to sing
you're everything

Amaj7  E7  Amaj7  Fmaj7

Oh,

days are much fun for those who know that in
500 MILES HIGH

Words by
NEVILLE POTTER

Neville Potter's poem really inspired the music to this piece.

Music by
CHICK COREA

Freely

Moderately ($= 144$)

Cm

B7+9

Some-

day

you'll look into her eyes,

Em

Gm6
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then there'll be no goodbyes and yesterday

will have gone and you'll find yourself

in another space five hundred miles

You'll Be
2. You'll see, just one look and you'll know
She's so tender and warm.
You'll recognize this is love,
And together you're on another plane
Five hundred miles high.

3. Be sure that your love stays so free
Then it never can die.
Just realize this is truth,
And above the skies you will always stay
Five hundred miles high.